26 December 2011
Run 2184: The ‘Official’ Brisbane Boxing Day Run
Hare: Scruffy
Venue: International Hotel, Spring Hill
It was a beautiful balmy Brisbane evening when about 20 hashers gathered at the International Hotel
in Spring Hill for an after Christmas fat-burner run / walk. So keen to work on their inflated festive
season bellies, Snappy, Tinkerbell and Layup arrived about 45 minutes before the start. However,
the ever consistent Royal Screw pulled into the pub carpark just minutes before the start. Hare
Scruffy commenced proceedings by explaining that Radar gave him tips on how to set a run by using
a sun dial for timing and not to worry about planning the run just keep going until you’re buggered etc.
Moretien lead the walking pack with Virgin, Boxa, Snappy, and others in tow. Tinkerbell and Bugs
headed the running pack which included Miles O’Toole, (FU) MU, and Royal Screw hot on their
heals. The pack looped around the back streets of Spring Hill then headed into the old Windmill
Observatory park on Wickham Terrace for the first re-group, only to be met by the front-running
Luftwaffer and Multiple Choice. The running pack, in disbelief, then headed down Turbot Street,
through some park areas and lanes in and around Astor Terrace to the second re-group, and again met
by front-running Luftwaffer and Multiple Choice. The next stage of the run was into the back streets
of Spring Hill to the next re-group outside the RACQ building in Water Street, and yet again caught up
with front-runners Luftwaffer and Multiple Choice. The running pack sprinted the final leg home up
to the Centenary Pool, then along Gregory Terrace and back to the International Hotel.
Hare GM Scruffy commenced the circle by nominating Multiple Choice as the proxy hare to receive
the judgement of the Hare Fickled Finger of Fate, which received an overwhelming finger down from
the circle for an icing. In the absence of Monk Brengun, back-up Monk Von Layup pronounced Boxa
SOTW after he was sighted using his mut Roxy the Foxy to chat up some young woman on a previous
run. After the circle the boys headed to the bar for a post-Christmas drink.
On On Scruffy
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